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GALERA Q3014

At Wilsonart, we are inspired by the world around us. We take 

the very best of nature — its colors, its shapes, its textures — 

and then we develop beautiful, innovative engineered surfaces 

designed to outperform nature, while having minimal impact on 

our planet.

Wilsonart’s 2020 Quartz Collection provides a thoughtful 

framework to develop your own narrative—your own personal 

reprieve—and is equipped to meet a growing demand for a 

connection to nature, mindfulness and wellness. From marble 

looks reminiscent of old-world opulence to retro-inspired 

terrazzo and contemporary aggregates, many of Wilsonart’s 

new Quartz designs are influenced by Mother Nature—a 

natural source of life-giving and nurturing.

With imagery of rugged, layered rock or sophisticated veining 

that lends dignified elegance to its environment, our designs 

are available in a range of warm neutrals that offer a familiar 

respite, as well as in crisp, cool hues that can help refresh and 

invigorate the mind.

Engineered surfaces. 
Inspired by nature.



Printed representation may vary from product. Please see actual sample for more accurate color and composition.

BODEGA Q1022

KAREKARE Q3015

OBERLIN Q3013

HAMOA Q4045

TRAIL RIDGE Q4042

GALERA Q3014

TIVOLI GREY Q4048

MADEIRA BEACH Q4054RIVER GLEN Q4053

SVALBARD Q4047

CAPOGROSSI Q4052

CLOUDS REST Q4049

TRAIANO Q4051

DESERT VIEW Q4043

LOGAN PASS Q4055

HANOLA GREY Q4044
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The New Quartz 
Collection
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SVALBARD Q4047

Wilsonart® Quartz is a stylish, sleek and strong surface with performance 

features that make this one of the most popular surface materials on the 

market today. Wilsonart Quartz meets industry standards including UL 

GREENGUARD Gold for indoor air quality, NSF International and Kosher 

compliances for safe surfaces for food preparation. 

Wilsonart® Quartz



WINTER'S VEIL Q2008

SALAR Q4028

HAIDA Q4008SERENE Q1001

LAZIO Q1018

ARASHI Q4011

LORRAINE Q1012

NIWA Q1002

NORTH CASCADES Q4035

RIO UPANO Q3008

All Wilsonart® Quartz slab sizes are available in 2cm or 3cm thickness.

LYRA Q2001

SVALBARD Q4047

RIVER GLEN Q4053

CLOUDS REST Q4049
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Wilsonart® Quartz is non-porous and engineered to be an extremely dense 

surface, which makes it highly resistant to stains, abrasions and scratches. 

This helps to ensure that your surface will remain in excellent condition long 

into the future.

STAIN AND SCRATCH RESISTANT
A surface designed for a lifetime



COASTAL Q4036

SANGDA FALLS Q4012

BADALING  Q4001

KOLAMS Q4009

ARKTOS Q4037

SANTIAGO Q4023

DESERT WIND Q4031 TELLARO Q4025

GOBI Q1003

ISSELBURG Q4013

TIVOLI GREY Q4048TRAIANO Q4051

MADEIRA BEACH Q4054 CAPOGROSSI Q4052

MADEIRA BEACH Q4054
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POMPEII Q1007 MEHNDI Q4004

ADENA Q4005

  Suitable for backlighting

BODEGA Q1022

HAMOA Q4045 TRAIL RIDGE Q4042DESERT VIEW Q4043

KAREKARE Q3015 GALERA Q3014

HAMOA Q4045
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HANOLA GREY Q4044

Since Wilsonart® Quartz is a non-porous surface, it requires significantly less 

maintainance when compared to other natural stones.  It will never need 

to be sealed or polished, and allows for messes to be wiped away with a 

simple household cleaner. 

EASY TO MAINTAIN
A clean and simple surface 



ENCHANTED ROCK Q4041

QUARRY CLIFF Q4040

HANOLA GREY Q4044

OBERLIN Q3013

XCARET Q4006

VIA AUGUSTA Q4024

UPPER WOLFJAW Q4038

ASCENT Q4029

DINANT Q4030

LOGAN PASS Q4055

HALDI Q4032 GREY LAKE Q1009

AURORA Q2003 VESUVIUS Q1017
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GRAYTON BEACH Q4039

OBERLIN Q3013  
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ENCHANTED ROCK Q4041

This extraordinary palette brings in established designs and emerging trends to 

all the spaces in your home. Imagine the endless applications at your fingertips. 

Whatever you can imagine, we have a surface for   you. Our Quartz Collection 

takes the guesswork out of designing a  world-class space. 

For additional Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces, explore wilsonart.com. 

Countertops, Vanities, Islands, 
Backsplashes, Walls, Furniture, 
Accents, and so much more.



CAPOGROSSI Q4052
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Jumbo Slabs

New jumbo-size slabs allow you to maximize every inch of your space, eliminate the need for multiple seams and optimize your design capabilities for a 

budget-friendly, high-end look. To see our pattern availability and slab size details, visit Wilsonart.com/Quartz/Jumbo-Slabs.

All Wilsonart® Quartz slab sizes are available in 2cm or 3cm thickness.

Visualize Your Space

Create to your heart's content with the Wilsonart® Visualizer.  

This interactive design tool lets you see the possibilities and design  

with confidence.

www.wilsonart.com/visualizer

Service You Can Trust

Wilsonart® Quartz is available nationally through the best distribution 

network in North America, ensuring you that the product you need 

will be there when you need it. Wilsonart is proud to be a Texas-based 

company since 1956.

Full Slab View



Wilsonart literature is printed using 
environmentally responsible processes and paper.

About Wilsonart
Wilsonart, a world-leading engineered surfaces company, is driven by a mission to create surfaces people love, with service they can count on, delivered 

by people who care. The Company manufactures and distributes High Pressure Laminate, Quartz, Solid Surface, Coordinated TFL and Edgebanding 

and other decorative engineered surfaces for use in the office, education, healthcare, residential, hospitality, and retail markets. Operating under the 

Wilsonart®, Arborite®, Bushboard, Durcon®, KML, Laminart®, Mermaid, New Leaf, Polyrey®, Ralph Wilson®, Resopal®, Shore, Technistone® and Wetwall 

brands, the company continuously redefines decorative surfaces through improved performance and award-winning designs. For more information, visit 

www.wilsonart.com or connect with us on Facebook, Houzz, Pinterest, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.

©2020 Wilsonart LLC  2501 Wilsonart Drive, P.O. Box 6110, Temple, TX 76503-6110
For Samples: Wilsonart.com  800-433-3222  QZ0105-20

Quickly access technical, fabrication, certifications and other resources by scanning the QR code with your internet connected 

smart phone or tablet. You can also visit Wilsonart.com/Quartz to learn more.

Wilsonart® Quartz is a natural product, and for this reason a slight variance in color, shade, and structure of the natural stone 

is inherent. Images are meant to reflect a general indication of a particular design’s color, hue, and composition, and is not a 

guaranteed replication of a full-sized Wilsonart Quartz slab. Always refer to an actual sample before ordering.

Physical Properties

UPPER WOLFJAW Q4038

10 YEAR
LIMITED

WARRANTY
Cover: KAREKARE Q3015


